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MLK remembered through “just sustainabilities”
PALO PEIRCE
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

“I believe that there is a strong cor¬
relation between human equality and
environmental quality,” said Professor
and Chair of Urban and Environmental
Policy and Planning at Tufts University,
Julian Agyeman in his keynote address
during the College’s annual Rev. Martin

Luther King Jr. Day celebration.
A visionary in the expanding realm
of “just sustainabilities” or the conflu¬
ence of environmental activism and eq¬
uity, Agyeman stressed the importance
of Dr. King’s unparalleled work on so¬
cial justice and encouraged its applica¬
tion to “green” activism. In his address,
which embraced the weekend’s theme
of “Environmental Justice: Martin Lu¬

Julian Agyeman spoke at Bates about justice, equality antjfhe environment I?t4
past Monday lor the MLK Day observances.
PHYLUS GRABER JENSEN/QpMR

ther King’s Unfinished Agenda,” Agye¬
man imagined a world with a living
Rev. Martin Luther King advocating for
equal rights to the world’s resources.
Agyeman explained that King’s
legacy should be applied to today’s fight
for equitable environmental policy. But
green organizations have some of the
most inequitable hiring practices and
approaches, Agyeman noted. Some of
these groups, under the premise of sav¬
ing the world, overlook the main point,
he said. Currently groups such as the
Audubon Society operate under a mis¬
sion to conserve wildlife and natural
ecosystems, but there is no mention of
equality or just sustainability in their
guidelines. “Sustainability is being con¬
strained to ‘green spaces,”’ he said.
“Why can we exploit the Amazon
rainforest? Because we can,” Agyeman
declared. Much of the world’s most de¬
graded environments are found primar¬
ily where the poor of the world reside,
Agyeman explained.
Therefore, it is no longer acceptable
to only focus on the environmental as¬
pect of sustainability; human equality
must be addressed. Much of this in¬

equity can be found in the developed
world, including in the United States,
where Americans, who represent only
five percent of the population, consume
over 25 percent of the world’s resources,
Agyeman reported. He warned that re¬
sources must be allocated more equita¬
bly to avoid a fight over what’s currently
available.
Embracing the pillars of “just sus¬
tainabilities,” which Agyeman identified
as “quality of life, just and equal allo¬
cation of goods and living within the
limits,” will encourage human potential
and conserve finite environmental re¬
sources at the same time.
Achieving a universally better qual¬
ity of life with a more equitable dis¬
tribution of resources comes down to
better designing multicultural cities.
According to Agyeman, London and
Toronto are the only cities that celebrate
diversity, and they can serve as models
for increasing proactive engagement
across different cultures. However, he
cautioned that urban planners must be
“culturally competent,” planning spaces
that are designed to foster human inter¬
action. On the national scale, Agyeman

advocated for a reexamination of es¬
tablished success indicators such as the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP).
As for individuals moving toward
just sustainability in their everyday
lives, Agyeman urged people to strive
for a better work-life balance and to
cut down on materialistic waste. Only
through recovering and leveraging our
individual and collective capacities can
people be persuaded to change, Agye¬
man said.
Agyeman is enthused by some of
the progress on these fronts, signaling a
shift in people’s thinking. In particular,
he praised sharing and coproduction
initiatives including time banks, open
source code, Wikipedia and Zip Cars.
The popularity of some of these efforts
proves that the will exists to make fight¬
ing for justice and sustainability more
transparent and inclusive.
Agyeman concluded his address,
underscoring the need to maintain a
healthy skepticism toward environmen¬
tal reforms that often address sustain¬
ability issues without regard to social
justice.

First round of Early Decision concludes

Status of spring concert uncertain

169 applicants selected to join the Class of 2016

Tannenbaum:“No specific dates being considered”

HALEY KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

This December the Bates Office of
Admissions sent out 169 binding accep¬
tances to Batesies that will join the Class
of 2016. Director of Admissions, Leigh
Weisenburger spoke on behalf of the ad¬
missions staff and described her office as
“thrilled with the outcomes.”
Out of 316 Early Decision applica¬
tions, which was slightly lower than last
year, Admissions has assembled what
head faculty adviser and Thomas Sowell
Professor of Economics James Hughes
called “[what] looks to be one of the
academically strongest such groups in
recent memory.” The recalculated grade
point average of this year’s accepted
applicants was up 0.01 from last year.
Additionally, the number of Early Deci¬
sion I accepted students ranked in the
top 10 percent of their class was 31 per¬

cent higher than last year.
Strides were also made in the areas
of geographic and cultural diversity in
the applicant pool. “We are seeing more
applications from regions, groups and
countries that have been either absent
or underrepresented in our application
pool,” Hughes said. In fact, 55 percent
of this year’s Early Decision I applica¬
tions came from outside of New Eng¬
land helping the College meet its goal
of increasing diversity.
Interim Dean of Admissions and
Financial Ad John Hanson noted that
Admissions continue to travel exten¬
sively to reach new demographics across
the United States and the globe, while
maintaining a strong presence in Maine.
“We’ll work hard to cultivate our image
in [Maine],” Hanson said.
The College accepted 22 Maine
high school students from the Early
Decision I pool, including three from
Lewiston-Auburn. The class of 2015

contains five Lewiston-Auburn gradu¬
ates, a development which former-Lewiston Mayor Larry Gilbert described as
“respectable,” in a September 6th, 2011
article in the Lewiston Sun Journal.
While Bates hopes to maintain a
healthy number of Mainers among the
student body, the international pool of
Early Decision I applications has also
grown steadily over the past several
years. A total of seven percent of ap¬
plications accepted this fall were inter¬
national. The greatest concentration of
these applicants, hail from Aian coun¬
tries, particularly China, Weisenburger
said.
Despite continued strong interna¬
tional and domestic interest, Weisen¬
burger affirmed that the class size will
not be growing in size and Admissions
will, “[look] to maintain a freshman
class of 500.” Determining how to get to
See ED I, PAGE 4

MICHAELA BRADY
STAFF WRITER

Girl Talk, Lupe Fiasco, Snoop
Dogg, Zion I: each year the student run
entertainment clubs, Chase Hall Com¬
mittee (CHC) and WRBC 91.5 FM
(WRBC) book artists of all genres to
perform concerts during the academic
calendar year.
Students have come to expect an
annual big name concert, historically
organized by CHC, however unfortu¬
nately, the ability to bring in big name
artists has not always been consistent.
The fate of this year’s concert will re¬
main uncertain until the agreement to
perform has been signed and dated.
At time of print, the CHC has not
booked an artist regarding a big con¬
cert for the 2011-2012 academic school
year, according to an email to The Stu¬
dent from Assistant Dean of Students
Keith Tannenbaum.

Various things factor into the Chase
Hall Committee’s ability to attract and
contract a big name performer to come
to Bates. Cost is one, but not the only,
dominant aspects of the process, Tan¬
nenbaum said. Despite campus wide
interest in certain popular artists, the
ability of WRBC and CHC to bring in
those artists “all depends upon budget,
venue availability, touring schedule of
the artist and interest of the campus,”
he said.
The Bates academic calendar also
challenges the ability of the College to
bring in major acts. While it is com¬
mon for other peer schools to host
spring concerts or festivals in April,
Bates is constrained from scheduling
then, according to Tannenbaum. “That
isn’t really feasible due to the Bates aca¬
demic calendar,” he reported.
See CONCERT, PAGE 4
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Half-cocked: gun trading, liability prompts school to sell off firearms
IZZY MAKMAN
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Stag AR-15 with a target barrel,
Winchester .306 caliber Model 70, Berretta 96 FS target pistol, durable Rem¬
ington 870 shotgun, and a competition
grade .22 caliber target rifle comprise a
collection of sporting firearms accessible
to members of the Bates Shooting As¬
sociation.
The brainchild of Dan Pettit ’04
and Michael Philbrich ’04, the Bates
Shooting Asociation was incorporated
in 2002. The purpose of the club is to
“promote the enjoyment of all sectors
and aspects of shooting and shooting
sports to all interested,” according to
the club’s constitution. Since its found¬
ing ten years ago, the Shooting Asocia¬
tion has maintained a small but steady
presence on campus, each year afford¬
ing gun lovers an outlet for their pas¬
sion. The club is governed by the same
guidelines as all other student-run clubs

at Bates and receives an annual alloca¬
tion from the Representative Asembly
(RA) to spend as its members deem ap¬
propriate.
Roughly $1000 every year is ap¬
propriated to the club to cover various
expenses like membership fees at the
Androscoggin Fish and Game Club,
ammunition and safety equipment, ac¬
cording to the Bates Shooting Asocia¬
tion President Jonah Ruddy T2. Over
the years, much of the funds were used
to purchase communal firearms for the
club, which were registered under the
name of Bates College.
Club activity has been popular in
the past, with membership topping 50
individuals. In recent years, however,
the club has not been as prominent on
campus. New, practical firearms were
purchased last year in hopes of improv¬
ing club activity.
Possessing weapons on college
property, licensed or not, is banned
according to the 2011 Bates Student

Handbook. Therefore, the College re¬
quires that all personal firearms at Bates
be stored in a gun locker in the Secu¬
rity building. If a firearm is brought
to campus it must be checked in with
Campus Safety and Security after which
an incident report is filed detailing every
transaction of removal and placement,
Goundie said. This system allows the
College to know what firearms are on
campus at all times.
After a trip abroad, Ruddy returned
this past semester, and while completing
an annual inventory of the club’s prop¬
erty, discovered that there were serious
discrepancies between what firearms
were in the gun locker and the inven¬
tory list. While there was documenta¬
tion recording each time a firearm was
removed from the gun locker, the sub¬
sequent records of guns entering the
locker detailed different firearms.
Traditionally, Security has had a list
of club members. The club president
grants firearm access to individuals after

Current President of the Shooting Association Jonah Ruddy ’12 fires a Beretta Storm
last fall. PALO PEIRCE/THE BATES STUDENT

satisfactory completion of a safety and
maintenance tutorial. When a member
requests to check out a firearm from se¬
curity, a club officer will provide a key

to the respective firearm’s trigger lock.
When a firearm is checked out of secuSee GUNS, PAGE 4
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Rethinking rationality Moneyball clocks in at three
ALEXIS RENDON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Everything is similar to and differ¬
ent from everything else in the universe
in an infinite number of ways and we
just don’t notice it. Or do we?
The rise of statistical analysis has
given us the ability to map correlations
across any and all fields. Propositions
to the public ranging from politics to
sports are constructed under this rhet¬
oric. It provides a starting point to an
ultimate claim to truth. Over Thanks¬
giving break, I saw Professor Cornel
West and political commentator Travis
Smiley appear on “The O’Reilly Factor”
to discuss the legitimacy of the Occupy
Wallstreet movement.
O’Reilly presented statistics that
linked poverty to substance abuse, at¬
tributing social maladies to lack of per¬
sonal responsibility; West and Smiley
countered this view with statistics that
showed structural inequality as the root
of the problem. While everyone may
have a view on this matter, both sides
presented valid arguments based on
statistical premises. These correlations
are given weight in the scientific com¬
munity because they allegedly depict a
true caption of the world and it is com¬
mon practice to use them when making
propositions to the public, when con¬
vincing people of something. Christiano Ronaldo and fans sleep a little
better at night knowing he was awarded
“El Trofeo Pichichi” in 2011 (given by
sports magazine Marca to the top goalscorer in Spain) even though he lost the
league to Messi’s Barcelona — showcas¬
ing the volatile nature of statistics.
After the initial stats, one may think
the impact of a proposition will depend
on argumentation. However, this prac¬
tice implies the loss of objective truth.
I do not believe that large audiences are
holding every line of argumentation un¬
der the microscope, due either to a lack
of ability, time, or willingness to do so.
But that is besides the point. Any argu¬
ment can be justified and made valid by
constructing the right premises. This
not only happens in the public sphere
regarding national issues, but also at the
level of personal decision-making.
We can rationally justify any action
— cognitive dissonance in action— by
partially remembering episodes from
our past or by acting on emotional as¬
sociations to our subjective preferences.
Sometimes, even when we know an ac¬
tion to be inconsistent with personal
beliefs or our morality, we act regard¬
less and ignore the looming contradic¬

tion. We use the “If I don’t see it, it’s
not there” type-of-reasoning. As it
stands, we exercise the ability to gener¬
ate seemingly sound premises that give
rise to subjective and not objective con¬
clusions, both in the public and private
spheres. What then is the role of reason
in our lives?
Since the dawn of civilization,
humanity has taken pride in its ratio¬
nal capacities; from the time of Pro¬
metheus’s fire to Apple’s Siri, we have
ruled through an understanding of the
ego. In modern day, we still hope to
find a solution to our problems through
reason. I think society holds on to this
belief: that we will come up with an in¬
telligible way of bringing environmental
and social justice to the world. Ratio¬
nality is not only tied to all conceivable
paths of social development, but also to
how we understand ourselves. After all,
we are all here to become critical think¬
ers in some respect. We strive to move
through the world by making the right
decisions and making such decisions re¬
quires tasteful use of logic. However,
there is neither a consensus on what
the best way to move forward is nor an
agreement on what the most pressing
issues are. Anyone can present valid ar¬
guments to contradict other valid argu¬
ments, leaving us no clear and distinct
path to follow. The power of reason is
constrained to escaping the hands of
contradiction; after that, it is a slave to
our passions.
What I hope to have shown is that
reason cannot tell us what to believe.
Given a belief, reason will find a way to
prove it true. We can use those conclu¬
sions as premises for future arguments,
but they all inevitably stem from our be¬
liefs. We have the ability to create sound
pillars for a purposive — even whole¬
hearted — plan through statistics, but
these can always be hand picked to cre¬
ate “just the right premises” to justify
any conclusion. Rational development
has given humanity a great many things,
but it has also brought unrivaled perils
to the world.
The way to a just world will have
to be brought about through rational
means: a way paved with a sound, logi¬
cal structure that makes success pos¬
sible. I just do not believe it will be
derived from reason itself. Maybe it
is time to re-think reason’s role: both
globally, as a beacon of hope for world
problems, and individually, as the defin¬
ing characteristic of our being. Athroaphormisms from the third eye, per¬
haps — a start.

quarters of top speed
ALEC GREENBERG
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR

When I first heard about “Moneyball” being in production as a follow up
to the book by the same tide with Brad
Pitt starring as Billy Beane, I thought it
was a foolish idea. After finally seeing
it, I am forced to eat my words. Brad
Pitt is a truly talented understudy. But
when I really thought about the movie
in depth, I felt that it was at a lack for
reaching the zenith of its potential. On
the whole, I think maybe it tapped 75
percent of what was possible.
I thought the cast would be a dys¬
functional mess, but once again I have to
tip my baseball hat to the actors. Philip
Seymour Hoffman seemed like an off
color choice for Arte Howe, the nonde¬
script manager probably best known for
whiffing with the Mets. After his stints
in movies like “Capote” and “Pirate Ra¬
dio,” I would have thought Hoffman a
dubious choice for the role if you told
me he was in the cast.
Jonah Hill stands to gain the most
from this movie. Being the nerd that
I am, I googled interviews with the

►

cast. Jonah appeared to take a genu¬
ine interest in sabermetrics, and I think
the heart he put into the movie shows
on screen. Brad Pitt, in an interesting
contrast, definitely read “Moneyball”
the book, and had studied the real Billy
Beane. However, it seemed like he was
relying on his acting chops to get him
all the way through the film. I didn’t
come away thinking that Brad Pitt was a
big baseball fan, which I found slightly
problematic It seemed to be more of a
pet project. That being said, the acting
was good.
There were several moments that
induced me to speak to the movie
screen, so it clearly touched a nerve or
two. The quintessential scene of the
movie is one in which all the commer¬
cials show Jonah Hill making a fist. In
this scene, the true wheeling and deal¬
ing of a baseball general manager seems
accurately portrayed. Pitt does a good
job, rattling off names of general man¬
agers with whom he is speaking. The
scene does a good job- Pitt leans on his
general manager counterparts until all
the pieces fall into place and he receives
the player from Cleveland that he was
after, Ricardo Rincon.

Beyond that scene, the movie was a
little bit too Hollywood for me. I think
it would have worked significantly bet¬
ter as an independent film. The movie
is about the push and pull between sta¬
tistics and humanity. There are num¬
bers to crunch in baseball but you still
have to look a player in the eyes when
you tell him to pack his bags. However,
the blatant ballooning of Billy Beane’s
personal life was a platitude. No one
cared about Billy Beane’s personal life
when he championed the sabermetrics
revolution or when “Moneyball” the
book was released.
Why is it that McAffee Coliseum
had banners of Johnny Damon and
Jason Isringhausen hanging on promi¬
nent display in the movie when the
players were so recently acquired via
trade? Because they were two players
that Billy Beane was trying to replace
using a unique method of statistical
analysis. Jermaine Dye or Tim Hudson
might have been better choices to put
on the banners. But Hollywood has to
do what Hollywood does. There has to
be some dramatic appeal.

Forum » Columnist

Does the dog deserve the mouse?
PETER GAULT
STAFF WRITER

My dog’s teleological function is
to hunt rodents. She is a terrier, bred
to protect fields by hunting and killing
rodents. I can tell that she is happiest
when she is brought to a field, let off
her leash, and allowed to go hunting for
mice.
This raises a serious ethical ques¬
tion — should the dog be allowed to
catch and kill the mouse? Recently,
while out in the field, my dog was furi¬
ously digging a hole in order to catch
some mice she had sniffed out. I saw a
family of eight mice scurry out of an¬
other hole and make off into another
part of the field. At this point I hooked
up my dog to her leash and dragged her
out of the field. She resisted at first,
straining to get back to the hole, where
she could fulfill her purpose and catch
those mice. If she stayed I believe that

she would have torn apart the family.
Should I have allowed her to do so?
In an older time this would not
have been a question at all. The mice
would have been feeding on my crop,
and in order to protect it, it would have
been necessary for her to fret out these
mice. However, we now live in an era
that has been stripped of that necessity,
where, in at least my case, my dog has
been stripped of her purpose.
Yet, her instincts — her desire — is
to kill. To deny her the opportunity to
hunt is to deny her purpose and thus
her freedom. However, to needlessly
kill in order to assert her purpose only
seems to deliver needless suffering onto
the world. House cats kill over a bil¬
lion song birds every year in the United
States. Should these species be decimat¬
ed as the price to pay in order for cats
to be cats?
Sitting in the car on the way back, I
felt as though my dog was disappointed.

She was a loser in the sense that she did
not achieve her goal. If she had caught
her mice she would have won her game,
and the mice would have lost theirs. All
life exists by consuming other life. This
cannot be avoided. However, what is
the fair game? In World War II there
was a declaration of fair fighting, that
soldiers could not be shot at while para¬
chuting out of planes and prisoners had
to be treated well. If the point is to kill,
why bother with even trying to come up
with the rules of a fair fight? The whole
affair seems to be unfair, that the win¬
ners win and the losers are dead, as the
basic purpose of the whole endeavor.
Should we simply accept the death
and destruction that is a product of
our existence? Or does one fight back
against the institutions that perpetuate
greed? Are we winners, like Tamer¬
lane, when we sit upon our pyramid of
skulls?
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Have we forgotten
how to talk?

RACHEL ZOE BAUMANN
4
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My sister and I enjoyed a quiet
brunch at a cozy little diner in my
hometown over break. It has the classic
red shiny stools at the bar and my dad’s
favorite sign hanging on the wall: “Un¬
attended children will be sold.” When
we sat down, I looked to my right and
noticed a boy no older than five who
was eating brunch with his mother
— my sister says his grandmother. But
it doesn’t really matter for this story.
Enjoying a grilled cheese sand¬
wich, this litde boy was playing with an
iPhone. My sister and I shared a genu¬
ine roll of our eyes. But haven’t we all
seen this before? It’s bound to happen
— we see our litde sisters and brothers
and tiny children holding phones wher¬
ever we go.
But have you ever seen a fiveyear-old out to lunch with his mother
(or grandmother) who played with his
iPhone for the entirety of lunch? I have
and I can honesdy say I almost wanted
to take the phone from him and say,
“You’re so young. Be alive! Play with
your grilled cheese and put the phone
away. Go run outside and be a litde kid.
Stop staring at a screen and talk to your
mom about your friend’s last birthday
party or the last Monster Truck book
you read.”
Alas, it was not my place. Instead,
I wrote an article. However, from that
moment on, I started noticing litde kids
with phones all over the place. At bas¬
ketball games, bookstores, cars next to
me at red lights, and in my dreams. Well,
you get the picture.

The Bates Student

Everyone has always said that kids
are growing up faster and faster. But
what does this mean for their lives and
ours? In a recent New York Times arti¬
cle, “The Joy of Quiet,” Pico Iyer writes
about how people will soon become so
overwhelmed with all of our new forms
of technology that they will eventually
just want one thing: quiet.
I think that in trying to connect
with everyone and everything online,
we have actually forgotten how to talk.
In his novel 1984, George Orwell fore¬
saw a society where the government
would be watching our every move and
spying on us. Never would he predict
that we would be the ones looking at
litde screens in our laps, giving away all
our personal information with a mouse
click or a tap of our screens.
Can we really have quiet if we are
constandy connected to everything
around us? When so many of us partici¬
pated in Unplug Day, how often did you
itch to get on Facebook or how curious
were you to see if someone texted you
back from the night before? Granted,
we need some technology and it sure
does make certain tasks a lot easier.
However, we should not lose sight of
the right way to connect with people
—- talking and listening. Wait, do people
still do that?
In a recent conversation I was hav¬
ing with a friend, she mentioned that
people even use their phones as a way
to avoid awkward conversations and
situations. If someone is uncomfort¬
able with a situation, they grab their

phone and start texting their friends (or
pretend to). If someone feels like they
have nothing to say, they trust that their
phones will save them. I know we all
have done it.
Have we forgotten how to talk
because we have resorted to wanting
to “connect” with the devices in our
hands? Can we really find quiet if all we
know how to do is look at or talk to the
people on our contact list, instead of
the person who is right in front of us?
There was a recent New Yorker car¬
toon that had an image of couple sitting
in their living room. The cartoon went
something like this: “Let’s invite our
friends over to play with their phones.”
It’s sad but it’s true.
Now what do we do about the fiveyear-old who plays on his iPhone and
cannot say a word to his (grandmoth¬
er? Will students soon type in answers
to questions in class on some sort of
technology thing that the teacher can
automatically read? Wait, I bet they’re
probably already doing that somewhere.
I hope the next time I return to our
litde diner there will be a different litde
boy sitting there chatting up a storm
with his mother. I hope he asks all the
questions in the world that we can’t
believe some litde kids ask. I hope the
phone is gone and he enjoys his grilled
cheese sandwich. As the sign in the res¬
taurant says, “Unattended children will
be sold.”
Maybe the sign should be rewritten:
“Children who leave their parents unat¬
tended will be sold.”
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Facebook timeline: taking stalking to a whole new level
NERISSA BROBBEY
STAFF WRITER

Facebook has done it again. Every
now and then they upgrade Facebook
to a new level that is almost always met
with tantrums from its users. Now they
have made the most drastic change
since the “Like” button: they have or¬
ganized our Facebook activities into a
timeline.
Everything that we ever wrote or
uploaded and everyone we friended will
be listed out and placed under specific
years and months; almost like a public
diary. It is not yet compulsory to use
Timeline, but it will be soon. In terms
of how the Wall is formatted, every¬
thing is basically the same except for
the spot at the top of the page for a
“second” profile picture. I don’t see the
point of changing anything. But hey,
Facebook has to come up with some¬
thing new.
Facebook also knows that certain
things will come back to haunt us, so
they have given us a seven day head start
to go back and delete things we would
rather remain in the cyberspace cem¬
etery. So off I went to do some dam¬
age control. Embarrassing as that was,
Timeline did give me a small insight
into the person I was and the fact that
I really liked Desperate Housewives and
Jake Gyllenhaal. One or two forgotten
memories popped up. People I totally
forgot about came back to mind. Oth¬
erwise, I was just clicking the delete but¬
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ton.
It was also the era in which I was
young enough to rant in public without
feeling guilty. That goes alongside many
stupid statements (e.g. ‘Your momma
so fat, she stood on the scale and it gave
her her phone number”), some pearls
of wisdom (e.g. “Don’t trust men”) and
false predictions (e.g. “French is gone
forever” now I’m minoring in it). I read
some very childish things that day and

cringed at some awful spelling errors.
Timeline also allows us to comment on
ancient statuses and revive two-year-old
conversations. But what’s the point of it
all? This in my opinion is pointlessness
at its finest.
We all used to say that you can find
everything about a person on Facebook.
Now we really can. Now anyone with
time on their hands will definitely know
nearly everything about you, when you

did it, who you did it with and maybe
even why. It seems like almost anyone
these days can achieve pseudo celebrity
status because everything is online to
see; like a very detailed Wikipedia biog¬
raphy.
Facebook Timeline is scary busi¬
ness. Of course we choose what we
put up online and it is our responsibil¬
ity not to be too revealing. But Facebook should be about making the world

a smaller place and that should be a
healthy experience. The notion that
there is someone watching you and ev¬
erything you ever did is disturbing.
But we should at least be thankful
for small mercies and appreciate the
idea that this innovation came now and
not much later, or it would take literally
weeks to clean up and censor our online
activity.
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Traditions are traditions... too bad this tradition
includes the Plague
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feature.com
inthecac.com shares humour,
experiences about NESCAC
between conference schools
TESSICA GLANCEY
ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR

NESCAC schools have been known
to battle over the most selective admis¬
sion rates, the largest endowment, and
most ferocious mascot, but a recently
created online forum InTheCac.com,
serves to unite the 11 NESCAC schools
under the banner of a common lifestyle.
Whether you’re an Eph, a Jumbo, or a
Bobcat, prestigious academics and com¬
petitive sports characterize the culture
and tradition at the NESCAC colleges
and universities often referred to collo¬
quially as “the little Ivies.”
Daisy Alioto, a current junior at
Bowdoin, had always envisioned a blog
linking each of the NESCAC schools,
and finally this past March during
spring break, with a week at her dis¬
posal, sat down after watching The So¬
cial Network and created In The ‘Cac
website. Inspired by IvyGate, a blog
designed by Ivy League alums, Alioto,
with only one other writer from Wil¬
liams, took on the task of starting up
a site centered on the commonality of
spending one’s collegiate years at a NE¬
SCAC school while also projecting each
schools uniqueness.
“The NESCAC schools have a
whole shared culture that is so much
more than sports. It encompasses cer¬
tain lifestyles, ways of dressing, opin¬
ions, and ideas,” said Alioto. According
to the tagline of InTheCac.com, “We
heckle, we jeer... but at the end of the
day we all have one thing in common—
The ‘Cac.”
Visitors to the site can navigate
by school page to become informed
on news and events at each respec¬
tive NESCAC campus. Recent Bates
postings include topics like finals week
“late night breakfast” and study break
with Labrador puppies. Erika Blauth
T2, who frequents the website, said,
“It’s relatable, but Bowdoin and Trin¬
ity dominate the home page, which
can be overwhelming. It makes Bates
seem insignificant.” “I would like to see
Bates life more represented on the site,”
Tucker White ’ 15 added. While Alioto
admits some schools have had a slower

start than others, she has successfully re¬
cruited writers at each of the NESCAC
schools to provide the site with a more
accurate and well-rounded depiction of
each school. Alioto has also used the
Twitter account @inthecac to make
online contacts and create a personal
network to find contributing writers.
“I know people have different commit¬
ment levels, but if someone wants to
write and they only write one article,
that’s one more I wouldn’t have had
otherwise,” she said.
I think it’s entertaining to see stu¬
dents make fun of the stereotypes at
NESCAC schools,” said Megan Ander¬
son T2, who appreciates the posting
“What ‘Cac Students Say To Non-‘Cac
Students. Recent posts in the thread
include “Frats, nope no frats, just a capella groups” and “it’s a small school in
Maine.”
Students from other NESCAC
schools also identify with the website.
“It’s cool that there are links to a ‘Cactionary and ‘Cacapella. “As a singer in
the Middlebury Bobolinks, it’s flatter¬
ing our name can be found in different
places and that other NESCAC schools
share the same love for a capella. The
site is built on the principle of support¬
ing one another,” according to Hannah
Epstein T2 of Middlebury College.
Alioto has had some minor legal
disputes with the NESCAC Conference
over intellectual property rights of the
signature color green and chapel logo
featured on hand-drawn In The ‘Cac
t-shirts to be sold in the future. “The
whole point of the site is to glo¬
rify the NESCAC whether
they like it or not. I think
they’re uncomfortable
that someone else is in
control. If they were
a little bit more open
minded they would
realize that,” said Ali¬
oto.
Bates students can
get more involved and
write for InTheCac.
com by emailing inthecac@gmail.com
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Secret @bates accounts coincide
growth of Twitter on campus
Mart. Similarly, @BatesBro and @
BatesBetch tweet primarily about the
Bates social scene and have 113 and
111 followers, respectively. According
140: the maximum number of to one @BatesBro tweet, “The hardest
characters Twitter users are allowed for
thing I did today was decide which flan¬
each post or “tweet.” These short sen¬
nel I should wear this morning. Polo,
tences are exactly 140 characters.
Brooks Brothers, or J.Crew? #BatesBroTwitter first erupted onto the social
Problems,” while @BatesBetch tweets
media scene in 2006, and since its in¬
about Commons Crushes, welcoming
ception, has flourished as an avenue for junior boys back from abroad and win¬
product and company advertisement, a
ter fashion staples such as Bean Boots.
source for news, and a way for tweeters
The identity of @BatesBroProblems, @
to inform their followers of their daily
BatesBetch and @BatesProblems are all
thoughts and activities. “The real-time
secret to most of campus.
information network connects you to
These aliases have grown in popu¬
the latest information about what you
larity among students with Twitter ac¬
find interesting,” according to Twitter,
counts as evidenced by a growing num¬
com, While some argue that Twitter has
ber of followers, yet there are students
replaced Facebook as the new medium
who are reluctant to support the anony¬
for up-to-the-minute status updates,
mous students. Because the accounts
students agree that the site allows users
have “Bates” attached to them, both the
to both entertain and inform followers.
College and the student body are un¬
“The purpose of most of my tweets is
avoidably linked to the message these
to get a laugh out of my followers and
accounts portray. Gemma Marden T3
indicate to them issues or news I feel
believes the aforementioned accounts
strongly about,” Ben Bogard T4 said.
are “trying to project an image of Bates
Friend groups and entire suites at Bates
I don’t necessarily agree with.” How¬
have created their own Twitter accounts
ever, it appears most students follow the
to poke fun at each other, discuss week¬
Bates accounts, which add an element
end events and publish amusing quotes
of humor to their Twitter feed. “The ac¬
to their online network.
counts are clever and accurately depict
Some anonymous students have
my feelings about the College. I think
invented Bates-inspired accounts that
they intend to characterize Bates ste¬
are devoted to reporting on the shared
reotypes in an amusing way while also
Bates culture using aliases. The account
giving people who don’t go to Bates a
@BatesProblems has attracted 139 fol¬
fairly accurate representation of most
lowers and projects the woes of student
of the student body,” according to Bog¬
life including long omelet lines in
ard. The success of the accounts has left
Commons, lack of elliptical
students wanting more. “I’d like to see
machines in Merrill and
additional aliases that represent more of
excessive spending at
the populations at Bates,” said Richard
WalBedford T2. Adam Dolin T2 agreed,
“There should be @BatesHipster and @
BatesNARP (non-athletic regular per¬
son) too!”
The College employs its own
twitter account, @Bates College, es¬
tablished by the Bates Communica¬
tions Office and has accumulated an
impressive 3,198 followers to date. Ac¬
cording to Roland Adams, Senior
Communications Counsel and
H III Director of Media Relations, Twit¬
ter acts as “An important part of an

TESSICA GLANCEY
ASSISTANT FEATURES EDITOR

expanding array of digital tools the in¬
stitution can use to engage with various
audiences by informing them about a
variety of aspects and activities at Bates
in ways we hope they find useful. This
includes communication with prospec¬
tive students, current students, alumni
and others.” The official Bates Twitter
works simultaneously with the College’s
official website “by providing updates
on activities and developments at the
College that may be more immediate
than new postings on a website,” said
Adams, who cited the recent announce¬
ment of the appointment of President¬
elect Spencer as an example. “Bates
Communications tweeted throughout
the announcement event, using the
hashtag #BatesPrez to make its tweets
easy to organize into a running stream.
We coordinated these tweets with our
Facebook postings and with delivery of
a live webcast of the event via the Bates
website,” he said.
Other departments that have har¬
nessed Twitters effectiveness and popu¬
larity are the Theater, Varsity Squash
and Nordic Skiing programs. Both
Bogard and Marden cited that other
athletic teams should capitalize on the
online community. “The Bates Twitter
account could also be used to gain sup¬
port for our sports teams to promote
attendance at games or meets,” Marden
added. Additionally, clubs and organi¬
zations such as Bates College TV, The
Student, and the Bates Bookstore are
also active on Twitter. Assistant Dean
of Students Keith Tannenbaum’s Twit¬
ter account @ktannenb encourages stu¬
dents to attend the Village Club Series
on Thursday nights.
The Twitter bug has hit Bates and it
is here to stay, so get tweeting.

Bowdoin students’ website addseven.com facilitates hook-ups
HILLARY CHISHOLM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Who doesn’t have a Commons
crush? Whether you’re single or in a re¬
lationship it seems that we all have that
one cute person who we repeatedly run
(accidentally?) into at the toaster or the
juice machine. While these crushes are
occasionally pursued, for the most part
it remains an innocent interaction con¬
tained within the walls of Commons.
But, have you ever wondered whose
Commons crush you are? Last spring,
two Bowdoin seniors addressed this very
issue based on the Bowdoin senior week
tradition of the “Senior Seven,” where

Guns
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

rity, the transaction is documented. The
firearm must be returned by late after¬
noon that day, and the trigger lock key
must be turned to security.
After further investigation it be¬
came apparent that a combination of
gun trading and sloppy documentation
had caused the discrepancies. It was also
discovered that previous Shooting Asso¬
ciation presidents acted under the guise
of College authority to attend regional
gun shows to trade and sell various
Bates owned and licensed guns for dif¬
ferent models. Goundie and Security’s
investigation concluded that guns that
were replaced were never sold for per¬
sonal gain, and that they were always
replaced with new firearms, but these
transfers were not always well docu¬
mented, Goundie said.
The inventory discrepancy initi¬
ated an additional investigation by the
administration into who authorized
the gun club to use College appropri¬
ated funds to buy firearms. It came as
a surprise to the deans that Bates owned
firearms in the first place, according to
Goundie.
Registering the guns in the name of
the school poses an enormous liability
risk should the firearms be discovered
at a crime scene. “At some point some¬
body knew, the administration at the
time must have been involved, but we’re

seniors are given “seven final chances to
realize outstanding hookup dreams,” ac¬
cording to an April 8th article in The
Bowdoin Orient. They created a website
that not only freed the tradition from
the senior week time constraints, but
also opened it up to the entire school.
Upon registering for the website, stu¬
dents are prompted to select seven
people who they are interested in, with
matches revealed every Friday. “Can¬
not guarantee that this information will
lead to anything, romantic or other¬
wise, however we believe that regardless
of the outcome it is much better that
such mutual interests do not remain
unrealized,” according to the website

AddSeven.com. At first many students
believed it to be an April Fool’s joke or
simply a scam but registration numbers
continued to soar as all class years of the
Bowdoin community joined in.
Some Bates students were uncom¬
fortable with the site’s potential pres¬
ence at Bates. Student responses were
focused on the idea of that although
it would be flattering to acknowledge
mutual interests at Bates it takes some¬
thing away from the romance of meet¬
ing someone new by chance while also
skyrocketing our generation further
into the abyss of the cyber world. “I
think it’s interesting and progressive in
the sense that it works with how much

we use technology in our daily lives, but
I think that it has the opportunity to
ruin potential relationships,” said Mar¬
garet Harrison T2. Kristen Poulin T3
agreed, “The site would facilitate meet¬
ing new people on campus, but it could
also be a potentially awkward avenue for
doing so.” “It’s kind of lame. I mean
if Bowdoin and Colby are doing it, it
must be,” according to Karl Alexander
T2.
This new digitalization of hookups
adds to the many online and techno¬
logical mechanisms we already have at
our disposal to accelerate hooking up.
Not only do cell phones heighten the
“When do I text back?!” terror of new

romances, but students refer to Facebook and Twitter for stalking and chat¬
ting, activities that have changed the
entire dating game.
However, if you’re just looking for
a weekend hookup, this website could
be seen as positive in the sense that it
expedites the process. But what would
this eliminate our Commons crushes?
Would the Bates community lose this
hilarious and mysterious aspect of daily
life? Or would it simply become faster
and more exciting, with high levels of
anticipation for new matches revealed
every week.

not really sure,” said Goundie regarding
the purchase of firearms. “These guns
were purchased over the years and, with
the turn over of leadership [of the as¬
sociation] different people did different
things,” he stated.
Assistant Dean of Students Keith
Tannenbaum, who oversees the RA
added, “the club was given funds like
any other club and we assume that the
guns were just purchased with those, al¬
though it was founded about ten years
ago so its hard to know what happened.”
Now that the administration is
aware of this potential enormous liabil¬
ity, the school is in the process of selling
all College-owned firearms registered
in its name. Director of Security and
Campus Safety, Tom Carey, who was
appointed this task, has reached out to
local gun dealers to sell the firearms, ac¬
cording to Goundie. Once the guns are
sold the money will be returned to the
student government.
Despite a future of no shared guns,
the Shooting Association will not be
disbanded. “The club will still be given
funding and that can be used to pay
entrance fees to competitions and to
buy ammunition, just not to purchase
guns,” said Goundie. Now that the
club will no longer be in possession of
firearms, members will have to bring
their personal guns to school in order
to shoot. “This incident won’t affect the
future [of the club] except to ensure that
the guns are owned by the members and
not by the college,” Tannenbaum con-

Concert

for a popular act is difficult, according
to Tannenbaum. If this interest is pres¬
ent, than the “question then becomes
how much are people willing to pay for
a show,” he said.
“I feel like we have an awesome op¬
portunity at Bates to showcase talent
and all it take is some research. [The
concert] is a huge part of what makes
winter semester fun, especially because
winter in Maine gets so dreary,” said
Jenna Burke T3.
Specifically Tannenbaum addressed
the Snoop Dog show held at Bates two
years ago. “The additional costs for the
show were almost $30,000, which made
the total show cost nearly $90,000,”
Tannenbaum said. Tannenbaum’s expe¬
rience with bringing concerts to Bates
throughout the years has proved that
artists outside of the 50,000 dollar price
ceiling are often too expensive for Bates
to consider. In the past acts like Snoop
Dogg have been “more than 50K, but
the cost of tickets was greatly subsidized
by both CHC and the Budget Com¬
mittee,” Tannenbaum noted. When
funds are not available to cover the high
cost of booking big names, ticket prices
must increase to meet the difference, he
said. Student tickets must sell for less,
but consequently general admission
tickets cost more. “There are very few
acts that draw enough interest to make
students spend that much money for a
concert. I’m not saying there aren’t acts
- there are many - but most of the acts
that would raise that much enthusiasm

would be even more expensive [than
Snoop Dog],” according to Tannenbuam
“The last two years were so awe¬
some and it would be very disappoint¬
ing if we didn’t have a concert this year,”
said Jacqui Holmes T3. “Hopefully in
the future there will also be an increase
in the money available to the Budget
Committee, and to the student groups
- including CHC - which would allow
for bigger events,” Tannenbaum said.
Until then Bates may not be able to
book the big names students have come
to expect.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Another major constraint for the
College is that the Gray Cage is the only
available venue for a big show, Tannen¬
baum noted. “It[Gray Cage] is a diffi¬
cult spot to book due to it being a prac¬
tice location for several varsity athletic
teams,” he said.
If a big show concert were to be
booked by CHC this year, it would be
held outdoors in the spring. “It is fairly
likely that outdoor locations, during
spring, will be considered because of
the ability to fit more people in, and be¬
cause outdoor concerts are often more
fun,” he said.
This year the Budget Committee re¬
ported that CHC received 73,312 dol¬
lars in funding while WRBC received
49,457 dollars. While these budgets
are large relative to other clubs, the allo¬
cated funds are actually less money than
the clubs have seen in the past, Tannen¬
baum explained. “Ideally, CHC, would
go back to what their budget had been
prior to this year, and then they would
be in a better position to do a big con¬
cert,” he said.
“CHC, in particular, has a much
smaller budget than usual this year, and
has to be careful about selecting an act
that can pay for itself with ticket sales,”
Tannenbaum said. Finding an act that
can generate enough student interest in
ticket sales to cover the often high cost

s
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that number, however, is becoming in¬
creasingly difficult as more students are
applying to a larger amount of colleges
and universities each year, she said. This
creates a group of “stealth apps,” as they
are colloquially known throughout the
college admissions world, or applicants
that seem to have little tangible interest
in the school to which they’re applying,
causing uncertainties in yields.
With the admissions year far from
over, one thing is certain in the minds
of the Admissions team. “Our great¬
est asset is the students,” Hanson said.
“I’ve been impressed by how so many
of these students interested in Bates be¬
cause of a slightly older friends who is so
happy here.”
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Students put on a spectacular series of performances in the 2012
“Sankofa," or as its translation from the Akan language of Ghana
reads “it is not wrong to go back and for that which you have
forgotten," to cap off the MLK Day observances this past Mon¬
day. Set in the Schaeffer Theatre, the annual program drew a full
crowd and overflow viewing was set up in Fettengitl Hall for those
who missed out on tickets. The show highlighted the role history
necessarily plays in the present and thus the future. A combina¬
tion of inspired dance, enthralling music, convincing acting and
spoken word poetry brought every reaction between laughter and
tears out of the rapt audience. The first segment had a lone man
on stage reciting lyrics under spotlight. “We cannot deny the role
that history plays today," he said, setting the theme for perform¬
ers ahead, ideas about identity, cultural difference and racial unity
were explored when students portrayed different historical figures
and their views. Reflecting the urge to transcend injustice, dancers
writhed and struggled to climb over an invisible threshold, in one
instance clawing up an imaginary rope line until they were free to
move about the stage. “Aside from Sankofa being a production
that allows people to be enlightened about people’s experience, I
thought It also was an opportunity to know that everyone is not the
same” said Alyse Bigger '12.

p Arts & Leisure » Village Club Series

Overflow audience pushes VCS
performance into after hours
DANIELA REICHELSTEIN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Before a record number of Village
Club Series goers, the Spring Standards
performed a set containing a variety of
instrumental sounds and musical styles
that lasted nearly twice as long as the
average VCS concert The Brooklynbased group played songs from their
recendy released EP Yellow, as well as
from two older albums.
Known for their three-part har¬
mony and use of unique instrumenta¬
tion, the unsigned band mesmerized
students with the wide range of sounds
they were capable of producing. In fact,
it is neady impossible to categorize their
music into one specific genre. Their

The next few songs, which stemmed
primarily from their album Would Things
Be Different, released in April 2010,
showcased the group’s unique ability to
produce a disproportionately loud and
heterogeneous sound for their small
size. In “Bells and Whisdes,” the band
utilized the acoustic guitar, keyboard
and harmonica to transform a would be
mundane, slow-paced song into a com¬
plex one containing different layers of
sound. The dynamic lyrics of this song
included lines such as, “Don’t need fire¬
works/ I just want a slow burn/ but it
takes so long/ To get to you my girl/
I’ve got the time.”

sound, reminiscent of old fashioned
rock n’ roll with warm country under¬
tones, has been labeled by some in the
music world as “folk rock.”
The Spring Standards kicked-off
the concert signing passionately in
complete a cappella, with eyes closed,
until a single acoustic guitar intervened
mid-song. After holding the song’s final
chord in near-perfect pitch, the musi¬
cians dispersed to their positions amidst
a copious collection of electronic drum
sets, bass and acoustic guitars and per¬
cussion. The trio, comprising original
band members James Cleare, Heather
Robb and James Smith, was accompa¬
nied by Noah Goldman on bass and
electric guitar for the remainder of the
concert.

See SPRING STANDARDS, PAGE 6
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Romina Istrati 12: fashion brought
to you by the Greek Academy
Athens native pursues her three theses in style
NICOLETTE WHITNEY
MANAGING ARTS & LEISURE EDITOR

Currendy pursuing three majors at
Bates, Romina Istrati T2 has no time
to go shopping. This semester will be
a testament to her dedication to aca¬
demics as Istrati is working on theses in
politics, economics and Chinese, two of
which are yearlong endeavors. “I have
had litde time go buy new clothes so I
often wear old clothes in new ways,” she
said. Istrati often expresses her fashion
side by mixing wardrobe pieces from
last semester together into fresh outfits.
Born in Moldova, Istrati migrated
to Greece as a young girl and now calls
Athens her home city. The level of aca¬
demic rigor at Israti’s school in Athens
influenced her style. With a limited
availability of extra curricular activities
for students, Istrati admittedly became
“academically-oriented.” Nonetheless,
she made school into a platform for
both academics and style.
Istrati noticed differences of style
between U.S. and European schools
V

when she first arrived here. “In Europe,
college is a time where people get to
explore options that they didn’t have a
chance to explore in high school,” she
said. “They suddenly gain more inde¬
pendence—dressing with a new style
and leaving casual dress behind.” In
contrast, she said U.S. students are more
exploratory in high school and find col¬
lege to be a continuation of their inde¬
pendent habits. Additionally, living in
Europe has been an appealing environ¬
ment for the aesthetic it conveys and
has certainly influenced her own dress
habits over the years.
As an international student, Is¬
trati finds pleasure in the wide array
of American trends. “There are a ton
of cities and places. The college life is
immense! It’s all very diverse here” she
said. Istrati combines European items,
such as finely-laced gladiator sandals,
with American originals from Good¬
will, where she occasionally donates old
clothing in exchange for cozy sweaters
and warm weather pieces. “I like big
woolen stuff and anything that seems

comfy, presentable and has versatility so
I can make use of it” Istrati explained.
To study the idiosyncrasies of
American fashion, Istrati is naturally
drawn to the glossy pages of Marie
Claire. In response to her new environ¬
ment, Istrati has unconsciously altered
her own style over time. “I just like be¬
ing creative or else I’d get bored!”
With the future in mind, Istrati is
currendy applying to fellowships and
jobs. “I’m more professionally con¬
scious,” she said. “I always make sure
what I wear is who I am and not just a
trend.” Her mantra this year is to wear
anything that expresses her identity and
makes her feel good. “I want to be able
to express my opinion through what I
wear and how I present myself.”
For Istrati, clothing is a second
skin. It is a construction of who you
are, where you come from and where
you want to go. “Confidence is impera¬
tive,” she concluded. “Always wear the
clothes. Never let them wear you.”
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Downtown Abbey: guilty
pleasure TV “sans the guilt”
LYDIA O’BRIEN
STAFF WRITER

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

In “Your Lie” from their 2008 EP
No One Will Know, the Spring Standards
exuded a playful energy and almost
theatrical-like stage presence exhibited
by their funky dance moves and simul¬
taneous use of multiple instruments.
The number was punctuated with rich,
harmonica-like sounds stemming from
the melodica, played by Robb. As she
tossed her strawberry-blond hair in all

directions, Noah leaped around in the
background with his purple hat bob¬
bing in time to the beat, eliciting laughs
from the audience.
“Frozen,” from Would Things Be Dif¬
ferent, proved by far to be one of the
strongest songs of the night, although
the group warned beforehand that
they were likely to “fuck it up” since
it had not been performed in many
months. Cleare’s silvery voice formed
minor chords that produced an eerie

but catchy tune. The final few repeti¬
tions of the chorus were enhanced with
Robb’s sharp whistles that matched the
complex melody perfecdy. “If I were a
stranger/ Or a passerby/ Would things
be different/ Would I catch your eye?”
The Village Club Series runs ev¬
ery Thursday night in the Mays Center
beginning at 9 pm. At the end of the
semester, prizes will be awarded to stu¬
dents who have attended performances
the most frequendy.

Arte & Leisure »

The Roots’ Undun epitomizes live-band hip hop
KARL ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

The Roots have done it again. In
their thirteenth studio album, “Undun,”
the legendary group from Philadelphia
continues to do what they do best:
rriake live-band hip hop at its finest.
Undun chronicles the life and death
of Redford Stevens, an intercity Phila¬
delphian who gets caught up in his sur¬
rounding environs and tragically dies
from a drug deal gone bad. In today’s
hip-hop scene, it is rare to see an entire
album, let alone a single track, dedicated
to one ideal or concept (what was Chris
Brown’s “Look at me Now” about
again?). Undun, however, leaves no lyric
or note to waste. The Roots’ lead rap¬
per, Black Thought, is the driving force
behind the album’s story. He weaves his
lyrics through a classical, soul-infused
production composed by the group’s

drummer and hip-hop legend, Ahmir
“Quesdove” Thompson.
The story of Redford Stevens is
told within Undun in reverse. On the
album’s second track, “Sleep,” Black
Thought works within a foggy beat
to create the sense of a dream; the
thoughts of a man who has just been
killed. In his wisdom, Black Thought
raps: “Legal Activity controls my black
symphony/Orchestrated like it hap¬
pened incidentally/Oh, there I go, from
a man to a memory/ Damn, I wonder if
my fam will remember me.”
“Sleep” is followed by the track
“Make My,” a personal favorite of the
album. Featuring Mississippi native and
hip-hop rookie Big KRIT, “Make My”
represents the peak of lyricism in the al¬
bum as it portrays a vivid vision of Ste¬
ven’s once-lavish life falling into pieces.
Big KRIT rhymes the first verse on the
track, stating “Addicted to the green, if

I don’t ball I’ll get the shakes/I’d give
it all for a peace of mind, for Heaven’s
sake/ Cause everything that wasn’t for
me I had to chase.” The track certainly
has an omnipresent feeling of karma.
The album continues to narrate
the highs and lows of its hustling pro¬
tagonist. While earlier tracks express
feelings of regret, later tracks such as
“Tip the Scale” display a more get-richor-die-trying mentality associated with
the young husder eager to gain power
and wealth.
Overall, Undun is an excellent al¬
bum. Though originally conceived as a
concept album, numerous tracks such
as “Make My,” “One Time” and “The
Otherside” have had success in their
own right as singles on the radio. I’m
happy to say that The Roots are as hot
as ever and Undun is definitely worth
a listen.

Picture Gossip Girl. Then imagine all
of the characters are part of one fam¬
ily, add some servants, and group them
all under one luxurious, English manor
roof. Next, toss in some quality writing,
snazzy costumes that play key roles in
a gripping family drama and romance.
Include plenty of moral insight and
respectability. Oh, and rewind about a
hundred years. This is Downton Abbey,
the Masterpiece Theater TV series that
has captured the attention of Ameri¬
cans and Brits alike.
Although Downton Abbey is a pe¬
riod piece set in Edwardian England,
it has a surprisingly modern feel. The
intriguing, fast-paced plot and style of
the show makes one think of a con¬
temporary teenage drama such as Gos¬
sip Girl. Only instead of focusing on a
bunch of adolescents who gossip about
boyfriends and best friends, the series
follows the life of the Crawley family at
the Downton estate. These characters
encounter the twists and turns of famil¬
ial and romantic relationships in addi¬
tion to the ever-transitioning nature of
English society.
Downton Abbey itself is a grand,
Victorian-era house (read: casde)
owned by the aristocratic Crawley
family and run by their servants. The
first episode opens in April 1912—in
fact, the very morning after the Titanic
sank. This crisis in turn triggers an in¬
heritance crisis in the family: the father,
Lord Grantham, has three daughters,
and his only male heir was a cousin who
just died in the Titanic disaster. Drama
ensues as the main mystery becomes
who the new heir will be and who Mary,
the eldest daughter, will choose for a
husband.
The show, however, does not focus
exclusively on the upper class. The ser¬
vants of Downton constitute a signifi¬
cant portion of the plot, as they specu¬
late about the Crawley family’s personal
dilemmas and present their own per¬
sonal storylines.
Cristina Malcolmson, a Bates pro¬
fessor of English and a fan of Downton,
admires the show’s dual nature in fol¬
lowing both the family’s and servants’
fives. “This finely tuned plot is made
even more complex because plots
downstairs are mirrored by equally ma¬
levolent and spiteful plots upstairs.”

While the initial storyline of the
show may sound somewhat cold and
serious, anyone who watches Downton
quickly realizes how captivating and
enjoyable it is (and then that person
becomes addicted). This was certainly
true for senior Maria Rouvafis, head of
Masterpiece Theater Club; she knew
the show would be good because of
its Masterpiece ties. “I had no idea just
how good, though—once I started
watching, I couldn’t stop!”
Downton has clearly become an ob¬
session among college students as well
as adults. “I think younger people find
a TV show about this kind of world ap¬
pealing because it is so different from
our own,” explained Rouvafis. She too
recognizes similarities between Downton
and a teen series like Gossip Girl. “It is a
guilty pleasure sans the guilt; first-rate
drama but historically instructive.”
Malcolmson discusses the elements
of the show that appeal to adults: “a
good romance that clearly won’t be
over until the last episode, beautiful
English landscapes, compelling interi¬
ors, period costumes and some actual
class analysis.”
Not to mention non-stop intrigue
and humor. Sisters argue and compete,
maids dream of living the luxurious
fives of the people they wait on, dash¬
ing young men compete for girls’ atten¬
tion. Tragedy becomes a major theme
as World War One approaches, and
romantic drama peaks when Downtoris
versions of Elizabeth Bennet and Mr.
Darcy break up for the first time.
Downton Abbey returned for its sec¬
ond season last Sunday, relieving fans
from severe Downton withdrawal. In
2011, Downton won six Emmy Awards,
including Outstanding Miniseries, Out¬
standing Writing for a Miniseries, and
Outstanding Costumes. “The costumes
are out-of-this-world gorgeous,” Rou¬
vafis praises.
Downton seems to offer something
for every kind of viewer. Anglophiles,
fashion enthusiasts, romantics and
history fans will be captivated by the
drama full of characters that fans will
either learn to love or love to hate. Rou¬
vafis raves, “This show ignites every
sort of reaction—laughs, gasps, tears,
everything!” Really, any person should
visit Downton for at least one episode, to
see why it seems to be everyone’s cup
of tea.
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MEDIUM CARRYOUT

PIZZA S STICKS

MEDIUM PIZZAS

LARGE CARRYOUT

Medium 1-Topping Pizza
(carryout only)

Large Mopping Pizza
& 5 Breadsticks

2 Medium
Mopping Pizzas

Large 1-Topping Pizza
(carryout only)

CG12

CG13

EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Not valid with other offers. Extra
charge for Stuffed Crust. Valid at Capital Pizza Huts.

EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Not valid with other offers. Valid
at Capital Pizza Huts.

MEDIUM CARRYOUT

UNLIMITED LUNCH BUFFET

STUFFED CRUST

LARGE CARRYOUT

Medium 1-Topping Pizza
(carryout only)

Unlimited Lunch Buffet
Pizza*Pasta*Breadsticks*More

Large Mopping
Stuffed Crust Pizza

Large Mopping Pizza
(carryout only)

CG11
EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Not valid with other offers.
Carryout orders only. Valid at Capital Pizza Huts.

CG11
EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Not valid with other offers.
Carryout orders only. Valid at Capital Pizza Huts.

CG16

CG17
EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Buffet times and participation
vary by location. Not valid with other offers. Valid at Center St. location only.

EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Not valid with other offers. Valid
at Capital Pizza Huts.

CG14
EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Not valid with other offers. Carryout
orders only. Extra charge for Stuffed Crust. Valid at Capital Pizza Huts.

CG14
EXP. 12/31/11. One coupon per party per visit. Not valid with other offers. Carryout
orders only. Extra charge for Stuffed Crust. Valid at Capital Pizza Huts.

D1NE-IN / CARRYOUT / DELIVERY
AUBURN, ME ttl.„..680 Minot Ave.
LEWISTON, ME..875 Sabattus St...

207.777.6688
__207.777.7111

DINE-IN / CARRYOUT / BUFFET
AUBURN, ME #2........_...445 Center St,...

.207.795.6779
»

Use Our Convenient
Pick Up Window!
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Swimming and Diving

Men’s swimming and diving edges Middlebmy for first
time in over twenty years; Geissinger ’14 paces women in close loss
ALEX GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Displaying the talent and confi¬
dence it showed in securing early-season wins over Wesleyan and Trinity, the
Bates men’s swimming and diving team
edged the conference rival Middlebury
Panthers 152-142 on Jan. 8. The vic¬
tory was the Bobcats’ first against the
Panthers in a dual meet in over 20 years
and improved the team’s record against
NESCAC opponents to 3-0.
Junior captain Travis Jones won
both diving competitions to set the
pace for the Bobcats. Jones compiled
267.75 points in the 1-meter event and
312.00 points in the 3-meter to make
his first national cut, qualifying him for
national meets. The latter performance,
which fellow captain Tom Boniface T2
described as “nothing short of spectacu¬
lar,” surpassed the former Tarbell Pool

record of 304.80 held by seven-time
All-America Andrew Hastings ’02.
Middlebury swam to an early lead
but the Bobcats won five of the last six
events to escape with the win. First-year
Matthew Gagne provided much of the
scoring in the swimming events, win¬
ning each of his three individual events:
the 100-yard butterfly, the 200-yard
butterfly, and the 200-yard individual
medley. Senior Dan Aupi (50-yard free¬
style) took first place in his race, as did
Boniface (200-yard freestyle) and firstyears Andrew Briggs (200-yard breast¬
stroke) and Alex Smachlo (500-yard
freestyle).
Bates used a considerable team ef¬
fort to accrue enough points to over¬
come a Middlebury victory in the final
event of the day, the 400-yard freestyle
relay. Anchored by Aupi, Boniface, Na¬
thaniel Depew T2 and Gagne, the Bob¬
cats actually posted a time of 3:14.20

that would have set a new pool record
had the Middlebury relay team not
turned in a record-setting performance
of its own.
“Obviously, we are very happy
about how the meet against Middle¬
bury turned out for the men’s team,”
said Boniface. “The senior guys all had
phenomenal races, and coupled with
more strong performances from the un¬
derclassmen, particularly the freshmen,
we were able to pull out the big win.”
The women’s swimming and div¬
ing team also turned in an impressive
performance against the Panthers, scor¬
ing higher than it has in recent years
but ultimately falling 154-134. Sopho¬
more Emilie Geissinger led the way for
Bates, winning the 100-yard freestyle
and posting season-best times in the
50-yard freestyle and 200-yard freestyle.
Geissinger’s outstanding meet garnered
recognition from the conference, which

Men’s Squash

named her the NESCAC Swimming
and Diving Performer of the Week.
First-year Sarah Bouchard took first
place in the 1650-yard freestyle and
was the lone other event winner for the
Bobcats.
The men’s and women’s swimming
and diving teams’ tough contests against
formidable Panther squads followed a
set of convincing wins shortly after re¬
turning from the Florida training trip.
The men’s team defeated the University
of New England (UNE) 108-22 and
Norwich University 110-22, while the
women’s team defeated UNE 116-38
and Norwich 142-12.
The dominating victories over
UNE and Norwich saw several notable
performances from the Bates swimmers
and divers. Aupi provided the highlight
in the men’s races, posting a time of
54.01 in the 100-yard individual med¬
ley that shattered the previous school

record. Junior Catherine Sparks set a
Tarbell Pool record for the women’s
team, finishing the 50-yard breaststroke
in 31.84 seconds.
The dividends of the December
training trip are already coming to
fruition for the Bobcats. “The successes
that almost everyone had in the meets
against Middlebury, Norwich, and
UNE showed that,” explained Boni¬
face. “We are getting closer to Cham¬
pionships so people are starting to swim
faster,” added Abigail Hanson, a senior
captain of the women’s team.
The Bobcats are eagerly awaiting
their return to the water next week¬
end against NESCAC rivals Bowdoin
and Colby, both of which should be
competitive and tightly contested dual
meets. “We have had these two contests
circled on our calendars since day on of
the season,” Boniface, exclaimed.

Women’s Squash

No. 19 ranked men’s squash battles
through tough schedule, beats Amherst
ALEX GREENBER
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

After a month-long hiatus over
the holidays, the No. 19 ranked Bates
men’s squash team has returned to the
courts for the second half of its 20112012 campaign. Despite facing several
highly-ranked opponents, the Bobcats
managed to escape with a victory over
NESCAC rival Amherst, bringing the
team’s overall record to 3-8.
In the team’s first match of the New
Year, Bates hosted the No. 15 ranked
Naval Academy and suffered a 7-2 de¬
feat. Sophomore captain Kristian Muldoon and first-year Nabil Saleem ac¬
counted for the two Bobcat victories.
Muldoon won his match at the No. 2
spot in four sets and Saleem endured a
come-from-behind five-set win at the
No. 9 spot. Juniors R.J. Keating and
Eric Bedell fell in five-set matches at the
Nos. 3 and 4 spots, respectively, after
failing to capitalize on two-sets-to-one
leads.
The Bobcats had a quick turn¬
around, playing host to conference rival
and No. 10 ranked Williams College
the next day. This time, Keating found
himself on the winning end of a close
five-set match. The team’s lone other
win came from Saleem, who again won
in a five-set match at the No. 9 spot.
Several matches went down to the wire,

with senior captain Bobby Burns, firstyear Andy Cannon, and junior David
Born each losing in five sets. However,
the inability to close out matches left
Bates with its second consecutive 7-2
loss.
This past weekend, Bates traveled
to New Haven, Connecticut to take on
No. 22 ranked Amherst College. In a
convincing performance, the Bobcats
won 8-1 to put an end to their losing
streak. Burns led the way at the No. 1
spot with a four-set victory and Mul¬
doon and junior Walter Cabot won in
three straight sets at the Nos. 2 and 6
spots, respectively. The team’s only loss
came at the No. 7 spot, where Born lost
his second consecutive five-set nailbiter.
Traveling to Hanover, New Hamp¬
shire the following day to take on No.
7 ranked Dartmouth College, Bates was
soundly defeated 9-0. Burns was the
only Bobcat to extend the match to four
sets, but seemingly ran out of fumes af¬
ter a thrilling 19-17 victory in the third
set.
The Bobcats have battled a tough
schedule the entire year and recently
benefitted from the return of a few ju¬
niors studying abroad last semester. “It
would not be fun if it were easy,” said
Burns. “We have had a tough schedule
so far and our record will indicate that
but what I think is happening is we are

finding out about the character of this
team.”
Bates continues the quest to regain
its No. 16 preseason ranking on Jan.
21 against No. 12 ranked St. Lawrence
University and No. 11 ranked Universi¬
ty of Western Ontario before facing No.
6 ranked Cornell and No. 24 ranked
NESCAC rival Hamilton the next day.
The schedule does not get any easier but
the team is still learning how to close
out matches and is optimistic that the
experience of suffering numerous close
defeats will ultiamtely be a positive.
“We just need to keep believing
in ourselves and know that those close
losses will shift to close wins,” explained
Burns. “In squash it is not where you
start the season; it is where you end it.
Anything can happen if we finish strong
and continue to work hard through
the last match of the National Tourna¬
ment.”

Indoor
Track and
Field
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

TRAVIS J if* ES ’13
Jones, a junior captain, was instru¬
mental to a Bobcat team that de¬
feated Middlebury in a dual meet
for the first time in over 20 years.
Jones captured first place in both
the 1-meter and 3-meter diving
competitions. His 312.00 point
performance in the latter event
gave him his first national cut. This
achievement, which fellow captain
Tom Boniface '12 described as
“nothing short of spectacular,” sur¬
passed the former Tarbell Pool re¬
cord of 304.80 held by seven-time
All-America Andrew Hastings ’02.

and Williams,” Graboys stated. “This
team’s got ‘Moves Like Jagger’ and by
the end of the season the whole NES¬
CAC will know it.”
The men’s track and field season
continues next weekend at the Bates
Pentathlon on Jan. 20 and the Bates
Invitational on Jan. 21, where the team
will be looking to demonstrate its po¬
tential.
The women’s team narrowly edged
conference rival Colby by eight points
to capture second place, but both teams
finished well behind No. 5 ranked
MIT’s total of 210.
Three individual Bobcats captured
first place on the day. Junior Bud Arens
won the 1,000 meters race in 3:03.59,
just beating out the second place run¬
ner from MIT. First-year Sarah Fusco
took the 800 meters race in 2:23.62 and
senior Juliana Kirkland won the weight
throw at 40-11.5.
Senior captains Lizzie Carleton
and Taylor Piers each finished third in
the 400 meter race and long jump, re¬
spectively. Sophomore Holli Kennison
placed second in the shot put.
Bates also earned a convincing vic¬
tory in the 4x800 relay anchored by
Arens, Fusco, sophomore Kallie Nixon
and junior Lisa Reedich.
The women’s track and field team
also continues its season next weekend
at the Bates Pentathlon on Jan. 20 and
the Bates Invitational on Jan. 21.
*

Ariffin ’15 continues to guide No. 9
women’s squash through impressive season
ALEX GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

After more than a month off from
competition, the Bates women’s squash
team continued its strong play to post a
2-2 record in the New Year. Currently
ranked No. 9 in the country, the Bob¬
cats (8-3) are led by first-year standout
Nessrine Ariffin, who remains undefeat¬
ed at 10-0 in her Bates career.
In the Bobcats’ first game after the
break, they easily defeated the thenranked No. 9 Williams College Ephs
7-2. The victory was the team’s first
ever over the Ephs and resulted in Bates
overtaking the No. 9 ranking. Ariffin
set the pace at the No. 1 spot, defeating
Williams’ top player handedly in three
straight sets. Fellow first-year Myriam
Kelly and sophomore Ashley Brooks
also won their matches in three sets at
the Nos. 3 and 4 spots, respectively.
First-years Lesea Bourke and Chloe
Mitchell and juniors Cheri Ann-Parris
and Alison Bragg all earned four-set vic¬
tories.
This past weekend, Bates traveled
on the road for three games in three
days, the first of which came in New
Haven, Connecticut against No. 6
ranked Stanford. The Bobcats fell 8-1
to a formidable Cardinal squad, with
Ariffin providing the lone victory af¬
ter outlasting her opponent in a backand-forth five-set match. Despite the

8-1 margin, many of the matches were
tightly-contested, with captain AnnParris taking her opponent to five sets
at the No. 2 spot and Kelly, Brooks, and
Rakey Drammeh T4 each bowing out
in four sets.
Eager to avenge the previous day’s
loss, the Bobcats then took on the No.
15 ranked Lord Jeffs of Amherst. In a
dominating 9-0 win, Bates swept six
of the nine spots in the ladder behind
strong performances from Ann-Parris,
Ariffin, Brooks, Drammeh, Kelly, and
Mitchell. Bourke, Bragg, and Matos
each needed four sets but ultimately
earned victories to ensure the Bobcats
of a sweep over their NESCAC rival.
Playing its third match in as many
days, the team traveled to Hanover,
New Hampshire for a matchup against
No. 8 ranked Dartmouth. Ariffin and
Kelly both won close five-set matches,
with Ariffin rebounding from a two-set
deficit at the No. 1 spot. Brooks found
herself on the wrong end of a five-set
match and Bourke fell in four sets, as
the Bobcats were defeated 7-2 by the
highly-ranked non-conference oppo¬
nent.
Bates will be looking to improve
upon its impressive start to the season
on Jan. 18 at the Bates Squash Facility
when the team takes on No. 22 ranked
NESCAC rival Colby.
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LUCAS DENNING
STAFF WRITER

Mark Brust ’13 drives to the basket during Saturday’s 81-60 vic¬
tory over the Bowdoin Polar Bears. Brust scored a career-high 22
points to go along with his five assists.

Feeding off the energy of the noisy
Alumni Gymnasium crowd, the Bates
men’s basketball team completed a
weekend sweep of rivals Bowdoin and
Colby. The impressive performances
gave the Bobcats their first two confer¬
ence wins of the season and evened the
team’s NESCAC record at 2-2.
The first game of the weekend
against Colby featured a rematch of an
early season non-conference contest, in
which Bates overwhelmed the Mules
behind career-high point and rebound
totals from junior Ed Bogdanovich. The
more recent matchup was closer but the
end result was the same, as the Bobcats
persevered 66-55.
The first half saw Colby get out to
a fast start, with senior captain John
Squires doing his best to keep Bates in
the game. The second half was a com¬
pletely different picture, as Squires con¬
tinued his brilliance to help the Bob¬
cats outscore the Mules 39-23 over the
final 20 minutes. The victory gave the
team its first conference win of the sea¬
son. Squires finished with a career high
17-point, 20-rebound game.. Bogda¬
novich had a strong second half, ending
up with 14 points and seven rebounds,
while junior Mark Brust and senior
Reid Christian contributed 13 and 11
points, respectively.
The Bobcats entered their game the
next day against Bowdoin looking to
avenge an early-season non-conference
loss to the Polar Bears. Bates used its
momentum from the prior night’s win
over Colby to cruise to an 81-60 victory,
holding the lead for all but the first min¬
ute of the game. The team connected on
12 of its 22 three-point attempts, five
of which came from Reid Christian and
four of which came from sophomore
Luke Matarazzo. Brust led all scorers

with a career-high 22 points and Mata¬
razzo amassed a career-high 17 points,
to go with his seven assists and six re¬
bounds. Squires and Bogdanovich again
anchored the paint, combining for 20
points and 20 rebounds.
Prior to this weekend, the team had
spent most of the past month on the
road. The Bobcats fell 79-57 to the No.
1 ranked Middlebury Panthers in their
NESCAC opener, despite career-high
point totals from senior Will Furbush
and first-year Graham Safford. Bates
then traveled to Williamstown, Massa¬
chusetts to take on No. 7 ranked Wil¬
liams, where the Ephs clamped down
on defense in the second half to put the
game away for a 67-47 win.
Playing on the road seemingly took
its toll on the team, which used the
home crowd filled with Bobcat faith¬
ful to its fullest advantage this weekend.
“Being at home with our fans—by far
the best in the NESCAC—gives us a lot
of energy and helps us,” noted senior
captain Kyle Philbrook.
The team had been hoping to steal
one of the opening weekend games but
is pleased with its effort against Bow¬
doin and Colby. “The NESCAC is such
a tough conference and every weekend
the games mean more and more,” ex¬
plained Philbrook. “I’m excited for the
wins and they put us in a good position
early in the conference standings,” add¬
ed Bogdanovich.
The Bobcats return to the court this
weekend against Connecticut College
and Wesleyan University looking to car¬
ry the momentum from their wins over
Bowdoin and Colby. “Hopefully these
two games are a sign of things to come,”
said Philbrook. “We will take the sweep
over our rivals every time but we also
want to keep progressing as a team and
when the NESCAC tournament comes
we will be peaking.”

Women’s Basketball
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Point guard Annie Burns 12 passes the ball for one of her e
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bounds in the 69-53 victory over Bowdoin.
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ALEXANDER GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

Determined to avenge a tightly
contested early-season non-conference
loss to Bowdoin, the Bates women’s bas¬
ketball team soundly defeated the rival
Polar Bears 69-53 this past weekend.
Playing in front of a rowdy, if overheat¬
ing, home crowd, the Bobcats handed
Bowdoin its first conference loss of the
season and improved their own NES¬
CAC record to 2-2.
Team defense and bench scoring
proved to be the difference in the re¬
match of the Dec. 8 matchup, in which
Bowdoin ended the Bobcats’ five-game

win streak. The Polar Bears shot just
36.4 percent from the field and misfired
on 11 of their .12 three-point attempts.
First-year Molly Brown anchored a
Bates offense that connected on 46.4
percent of its shots from the field, in¬
cluding seven three-pointers. Brown
amassed a career-high 19 points to pace
all players and junior Allie Beaulieu
added 17 of her own. Sophomore Mer¬
edith Kelly, the Bobcats’ leading scorer
on the season, chipped in 14 points.
Lauren Dobish T2 finished with 12
points, seven rebounds and six assists
and fellow senior captain Annie Burns
contributed five points, four rebounds,
and eight assists.
“We played really strong team de-
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fense, which forced Bowdoin to struggle
offensively,” explained Dobish. “Our
overall defensive effort led to easy of¬
fense through several fast break oppor¬
tunities.”
The convincing win over Bowdoin
came one day after the Bobcats fell 6757 to the No. 24 nationally ranked Col¬
by Mules. A slow start and the size of
the Colby frontcourt were too much for
Bates to overcome, despite rebounding
in the second half to shoot 56.7 percent
from the field.
After two weekends of conference
play, the team’s record rests at 2-2. The
NESCAC campaign began on Jan. 6
with a 65-58 road victory over the Mid¬
dlebury Panthers, a game in which the

Bobcats led from the opening tip to the
final whistle. The win in the conference
opener brought an end to the team’s
five-game losing streak that started with
the first contest against Bowdoin. Fol¬
lowing the matchup with Middlebury,
Bates traveled to Williamstown, Massa¬
chusetts to take on the No. 17 nation¬
ally ranked Williams College Ephs. The
Ephs used tenacious defense to secure
a 71-40 victory, holding the Bobcats
to season lows in scoring and shooting
percentage.
As the NESCAC season progresses,
the Bobcats will be looking to replicate
their performance from the most recent
game against Bowdoin. “The way that
we played showed everyone how we are

capable of playing all the time,” said se¬
nior captain Kelsey Flaherty. “It was an
exciting game and if we continue to play
like that then I am sure we will continue
to be successful in conference play and
into the playoffs.”
Bates will be hoping its defense
continues to fuel the team’s offense, as
has been the case in the victories over
Middlebury and Williams. “When we
are playing together as a team, we are
playing our best basketball,” Flaherty
noted.
The Bobcats return to the court
next weekend for conference matchups
against Connecticut College (3-1) and
Wesleyan University (2-2).
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Men's and Women's Indoor Track and Field Seasons Begin
ALEXANDER GREENBERG
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR

The Bates men’s and women’s track
and field teams opened their 2012 in¬
door campaigns this past weekend with
promising second-place finishes at the
MIT Invitational.
Ranked No. 20 in the 2012 NCAA
Division III Indoor Track and Field pre¬
season rankings, the men’s team defeat¬
ed NESCAC rival Colby but fell to No.

10 ranked MIT in the three-team meet.
Junior David Pless, the defending
NCAA indoor champion in the shot
put, won the same event with a 55-03
performance, just 15 inches shy of his
own school-record. Pless also finished
second in the weight throw event at 568. “David Pless made a big statement
starting his season with a throw in the
shot put that can often win nationals,”
noted junior Noah Graboys.
Other event winners included ju¬

nior James LePage in the 1,000 meters
race with a time of 2:31.24, sophomore
Anthony Haeuser in the 55 meter hur¬
dles with a time of 8.08 seconds, and
Graboys in the 3,000 meters race with a
time of 8:48.44.
“The first meet always serves as a
good way to get rid of some of the rust
that comes with not competing for
eight months,” explained Graboys.
First-years Isaiah Spofford, Eric
Wainman, Sean Enos, and Christian

Sampson all captured second place in at
least one of their events, as did juniors
Nick Barron and John Wisener.
Bates finished with 116 points,
ahead of Colby’s 64 but behind MIT’s
total of 199. “We do not like losing
meets, especially to MIT, but our per¬
formance definitely gave us confidence
that when everything comes together
we can be one of the top teams in New
England and compete with the best
teams nationally,” said Graboys.
t

Such confidence, along with im¬
proving team-chemistry both on and off
the track, will be integral tO a successful
season. The Bobcats are encouraged by
the strong early-season result and have
high expectations for the season. “This
year we have a more balanced team that
could help us compete against and beat
a lot of top teams in our sights like MIT
See INDOOR, PAGE 7
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